“Theodore Roosevelt - Nothing
worth having comes easy.”
It is good to have a sharing session with
our students and get to know about
their study lives at KLT. This time, Chen
Teck Kang a Year Two student from
Diploma in Quantity Surveying and an
alumnus from SMK Sg Tapang, Kuching
would like to share his experiences as a
QS student at KLT. Is quantity surveying
suitable for me? What should I expect if I
take up QS? Without further ado, let’s
look at the sharing from Teck Kang!
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How did you come across Diploma in Quantity Surveying at Kolej Laila Taib (KLT)?
I was indecisive of what to study after SPM. My family then suggested that I take Quantity Surveying (QS) as the
future for quantity surveyors looks promising. Then, with some research on QS, I made up my mind to take up QS.
At that time, I heard about KLT from my friends. We found that KLT was offering Sarawakians scholarships for
both tuition and hostel fees. Most importantly, KLT offers a QS programme of which my friends and I were
planning to take. Finally, we acted decisively to study at KLT together.
Coming from Kuching to Sibu, did you find it hard to adapt yourself in Sibu?
Frankly speaking, it was hard for me to adapt at the beginning to the extent that I felt like I wanted to go back to
Kuching. Everything was new to me, the living style, learning environment, and etc. However, the transition
happened quickly. I was able to adjust myself and adapt quickly to the new environment. Also, I should feel
grateful as I came along with my friends whereby I was able to get over it in just a short period of time.
How are the study experiences as a QS student?
Before I came into contact with QS, I thought I would have to straight away calculate and measure the quantities
at the very beginning. However, QS is way more than this. This programme starts off by building up our basics in
QS with the fundamental knowledge. I have learnt to draw and interpret engineering drawings. By learning to
illustrate the drawings, I am able to imagine or to have a better understanding of the structure of a building or
an object. Then, I have learnt the technique of measuring quantities just from the drawings. Also, I have learnt
not only about calculation but also knowledge which is relevant to the construction industry.

Which part of studying do you enjoy the most?
I enjoy studying the subject ‘Building Quantities’. I have a love-hate relationship with it. It is the most challenging but yet interesting subject. There is a term in QS
that we call ‘taking off paper’ in which we use this to calculate or measure the quantities of the materials as well as the cost of the materials. Through this subject, I
am able to relate more to what quantity surveyors actually do.
Besides, I would say construction site visits give us more exposure on building materials and construction technology of building. We have gained valuable insights
into real life applications of the theories and knowledge that have been taught in class.

Which part of studying is more challenging for you?
Frankly, QS itself is a demanding programme. Calculating and estimating the cost and quantities are very demanding and challenging. You need to be able to
interpret the drawings and from the drawings, you have to be able to measure the cost and quantities. Hence, I would say it is very crucial for us to grasp the
fundamental knowledge and to have a solid understanding of the knowledge. However, I am not going to give up on my study. I will work harder and will further my
study once completing my diploma. I believe I will also be in a QS related field in the future.
How did you get through this?
Definitely, I would always consult the lecturers when I encountered problems in my studies. I was
grateful that I had met great lecturers in my study. They were ready to assist and guide us on our studies.
Besides, I was able to learn from my classmates who excelled in their studies. We could have a discussion
and through that we were able to have a better understanding of our studies.
So far, what are your biggest changes throughout these 2 years of study?
Perhaps my social skills? I used to be a homebody when I was in my secondary school. I would go back home
directly after class. At the moment, I stay in the hostel. I will spare my time to mix around with friends
from different programmes after classes. We join club activities together. In addition, I am in charge of
the Board Games Club and I am also active in Leo Club. Through clubs and societies, they build my
competencies and I believe that I am now equipped with soft skills needed in workplaces.
Did you regret joining KLT?
My answer is a ‘no’. The best thing about studying at KLT is definitely the great lecturers here! They are
knowledgeable and approachable. I am able to have one-to-one consultation with the lecturers after
class hours. This helps a lot in my study in which it helps to clear my doubts in my study and I am able to
have a solid grasp of fundamental knowledge in QS. Also, I have met a lot of friends during these two
years.
People are having concerns that if they are not good at Mathematics, are they still able to take QS?
As a QS student, I would say we do not touch on advanced mathematics. It is more towards fundamental
mathematics like what we had learnt in Mathematics subject during our secondary school, for instance,
how to calculate areas, volumes and etc. If you are familiar with these, it will not
be an issue for you.

Is there any advice that you would like to give to students who are interested in taking QS?
Perhaps, I would like to share this to myself and all those who are planning to further their studies. Do
take study seriously as it is crucial for us to consolidate the fundamental knowledge whereby it makes
our study lives easier.
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